DRIVE IMPACT WITH
UREEKA IGNITE
Get involved with our mission and help an entrepreneur today
1

Businesses are 2x more likely to succeed when they work with a coach and that work can increase their profit
2
margins by 46% . For many entrepreneurs, the clarity and accountability they learn from working with a coach
is the answer to sustainability. The expense can be the difference between success and lingering mediocrity.
BUT, most can’t afford it or don’t know how to find the “right” help. You can change that.

Ureeka Ignite gives partners like you the opportunity to impact highly driven
entrepreneurs with limited resources through a proven methodology.
Our turnkey program goes beyond lectures and articles – we pair funding with education and a network
of support to create immediate impact and sustainable growth for every business that goes through it.
1 | EDUCATION

2 | GRANTS

3 | COACHING & MENTORSHIP

Entrepreneurs start with our
holistic Essential Series that
guides them through training
around customer acquisition,
finance and strategy.

Upon completion of required
courses, they are awarded a
minimum of $5,000 to execute
new strategies built during
their education.

Support continues with coaching
sessions ensuring entrepreneurs
have the help they need to
implement what they learned.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
Successful small businesses make stronger
communities! Be a part of that impact:
Provide funding + coaching for
underserved entrepreneurs
Sponsor a coaching-only program for
underserved entrepreneurs

GET STARTED

I’ve wasted tens of thousands of
dollars on vendors that didn’t produce any results.
Thanks to Ureeka’s Essential Series, I’m now executing
on a plan that works. My message is now aligned to
my brand, my audience and I’m driving an active plan
for growth for the first time. It feels great.
– April Harris, Keeping You Sweet
Sources: [1] The UPS Store, Small Business Customer Survey.
[2] Troyer, Lyn. Business Coaching Statistics: Is It Worthwhile? Editorial Today.
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